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INTRODUCTION

Electrical power transformers are used primarily as voltage trans-
formation devices in alternating current (AC) systems. That is, the
voltage input is either transformed up to a higher level, or down to a
lower level. In the distribution of electrical energy, it is customary
to transform the voltage up to a high level at. the generating source,
distribute the energy via transmission lines at the high level, then
transform the voltage back down to a lower level for use by the load.
This is the most efficient means of distribution over long distances.
Over short distances, the transformer is used merely to adapt loads
designed for different voltages to the local distribution system.

The power transformers consist of insulated copper wire wound on an
iron core and in their simplest form consist of two windings usually
referred to as the primary winding and the secondary winding. The turns
ratio of these two windings establishes the voltage step-up or step-down
capabilities of the device. At the very low power levels a single
winding is sometimes used in a configuration referred to as an auto-
transformer. In these devices, the input/output voltage ratio is varied
by a sliding contactor, making electro-mechanical contact with non-
insulated portions of the single winding.

The thrust of this study has been to develop a concept using semi-
conductor (solid state) devices arranged in a circuit configuration
which will have the same functional characteristics as described above
but with additional advantages. The hardware is expected to be smaller
in size and to weigh less. In addition, the life cycle costs are expected
to be less by virtue of increased efficiency and automatic load regulation.

BACKGROUND

The electrical power transformer has been the backbone of the
electric utility distribution system for many years. The power trans-
former has a very high efficiency (98%) and a history of very good
reliability. However, in these days of energy consciousness and envi-
ronmental restrictions, all aspects of electrical hardware engineering -
from power generation through distribution to the end use - are subject
to question, even the trusted transformer.

There are applications of electrical power, especially in the
military, where even the smallest of wave form defects/abnormalities
cannot be tolerated, such as communication stations or data processing
facilities. In addition, the Navy specifically has a problem in providing
power to berthed ships because of the heavy electrical loads represented
by ships of all classes. Not only are these loads heavy but they are

variable and intermittent, which causes severe voltage regulation problems.
Yet another problem is that the Navy has thousands of Askarel

filled transformers, many ol which are quite old. Askarel is a liquid
formulated ftom polychlorinated biptienyl (}PCR) arvi is no. ( las,3iiied as
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Agency will no longer allow the sale of Askarel-filled transformers.
Those transformers in the "field" must have the Askarel removed and
replaced by a substitute coolant in the near future. Unfortunately, the
substitute liquids are more expensive and do not carry the same fireproof
rating as Askarel, resulting in yet higher costs for compensating external
fire protection provisions in the installations. Even "dry-pack" type
transformers are not the answer since they are not considered fireproof
by the National Fire Protection Agency either; therefore they cannot be
used in certain locations. Indeed, an alternative to the conventional
electrical power transformer as we know it today is desirable.

Any large user of electrical power such as the Navy will view even
1/2% increase in efficiency worthwhile because of the rising cost of
electrical power. While 98% efficiency sounds extremely good, the 2%
loss is a steady, constant loss, 24 hours of every day, which is primarily
associated with the core losses of the transformer. This loss occurs
whether the transformer is loaded or not. Therefore, a better measure
of cost effectiveness is not the classical efficiency of the transformer
but one which includes a "use" factor which may be spread over the life
of the installation.

Specific Navy shore-to-ship electrical power problems described in
this document are a direct result of an engineering workshop which was
held at Western Division, Naval Facilities Engineering Command (WESTNAV-
FAC) on 14 September 1978 (Ref 1).

The Naval shipyards and operating Naval stations have different
functions and must provide different types of utility services to the
ships. The shipyards will provide long-term service, measured in months
and years, for an incomplete ship and generally will not have to support
an operational crew. The shipyards also provide separate power services
(super shore power) for special equipment testing while the operating
Naval stations do not. On the other hand, a larger part of services
provided by Naval stations are for complete ships on short-term visits
in port in "cold iron" state; i.e. with their power plants completely
shutdown.

In many instances, ships will request connections for the amounts
of power indicated in the Design Manual (DM-25), then actually use
50 - 75% of these amounts. In other instances, the ship will require
much more power than indicated in DM-25, due to ship modifications--
especially the addition of air conditioning. A minimum of 5 years'
advanced planning is required by NAVFAC, or the home port of the ship,
and other locations where ships of the class regularly berth, to provide
the revised shore power requirements. The Naval Sea System Command
Headquarters must provide data on all changes in shore power requirements
as soon as the ship is scheduled for modifications.

The voltage for shipboard power systems as specified in MIL-STD-1399
(Navy) Section 103 is 440 volts, three phase with a tolerance of ± 5%
(418-462 volts). The comparable industrial voltage is 480 volts ungrounded
(or 480/277 grounded). To supply the proper voltage, the transformer
taps must be adjusted or special transformers ordered. At some activities
the voltage is higher than specified and has caused problems, especially
in shipboard electronic equipment. The transformer taps are adjusted to
deliver the required voltage at full load during the day at most activ-
ities; but long cable lengths and load changes cause voltage changes.
Some utilities do not hold voltage regulation, especially at night. The
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voltage on the primary side goes up as the load goes down. The primary
voltage drop caused by the high load current during the day is greatly
reduced at lower load; therefore, the voltage at the ship's terminals
frequently exceeds the allowable maximum. The tap changers on the
transformers manufactured to the usual specifications are not adequate
for the frequent adjustments and become a maintenance problem or fail
completely. Automatic voltage regulators for the primary feeders to the
piers may be necessary in some instances.

Where the utility voltage is suspected of wide variations, the

voltage at the main incoming substation should be measured to determine
the actual variations. The voltage problems in the pier area may be
partially due to inadequate cable serving the pier area. Voltage regu-
lators must sometimes be installed on the primary feeders at the pier
area. In these instances, more rigid specification for transformers are
required to provide the manually adjusted tap changers to be built for
severe service and for longer contact life.

These specific electrical distribution transformer problems coupled
with the rising cost of electrical energy and environmental factors show
the need for long range research and development to meet the Navy's
electrical energy requirements of the future.

CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Based upon a preliminary investigation conducted during FY78, it
became clear that by arranging solid state circuit components in certain
configurations, it was possible to duplicate some of the characteristics
of a conventional transformer. For example, by using high frequency
switching techniques, circuits were presented which clearly perform the
sinewave voltage step-up or step-down characteristics. However, these

circuits required too many components, were not flexible enough to
permit feedback and automatic control of the output voltage, and were
too inefficient. Further investigation was necessary to specify the
desirable characteristics and search for an optimum technology to achieve
them.

To place bounds on the concept, specify the desired characteristics,
and search for an optimum configuration, the following criteria for
additional investigation was formulated; and a study contract was awarded.

The contractor was tasked to perform a study to determine the
feasibility of using solid state power devices to duplicate, and improve
upon, the performance of a power transformer. The study was confined to
a search for an optimum circuit configuration which uses a few bulk'1 power handling solid state devices to obtain the desired high power
voltage transformation function. The desired configuration and technical
specifications for this approach were outlined as shown in Figure 1. A
complete computer simulation of the final circuit configuration was
required to accurately specify each solid state component required. In
addition, an analysis of the computer waveform printouts of input and
output voltages were required to verify performance.

The study has been completed, and the contractor's report is included
herein as the Appendix. This report describes two approaches to the
problem. The first approach details a circuit which neatly fits the
step-down transformation requirements; however, it cannot step-up the

3
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voltage and, therefore, has only limited application. The second approach
has the sought after step-up/down characteristic and a minimum number of
components. The step-up/down solid state transformer described in the
contractor's report demonstrates, by computer simulation, that not only
can the output voltage be changed at will, but the sought after voltage
regulation is readily available. A block diagram of the circuit is
shown in Figure 2. The circuit utilizes pulse width modulation in the
switching control to accomplish the output voltage wave shape control.
The input and output voltages are governed by the relationship:

V D V.
o 1 - D in

where V = output voltage
0

V. = input voltage
in
D = pulse width duty cycle

The pulse width duty cycle normally varies from 0 to 1 in pulse
width modulation schemes. Obviously, in this application, it must be
limited to less than 1. In addition, the feedback circuit is duty cycle
dependent which can lead to stability problems unless carefully controlled.

As stressed in the contractor's report the solid state bidirectional
chopper switches are the most critical components in the system. It
appears that the chopper switch requirements for a voltage step-up
circuit or a voltage step-down circuit are readily met by the present
off-the-shelf solid state components. However, the chopper switch
requirements for the step-up/down circuit appears to stretch the limits
of existing solid state devices, even for the modest 1.2 kVA system
studied.

The predicted efficiency of the circuit was given at 95% with
indications that this can be increased somewhat. The voltage regulation
was given at ±1% for both maximum and minimum load and for both leading
and lagging power factor. One interesting characteristic of the step-up/
down circuit is the fact that the output voltage is 180 degrees out of
phase with the input voltage. This is regarded as neither an asset or a

drawback. One final comment on all the circuits considered in the
report is that they do not provide the isolation between input and
output that is characteristic of conventional transformers with separate
windings. This characteristic is probably achievable but at the price
of increased complexity.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Forty-eight percent of the total energy demand by the Naval Shore
Facilities for FY-76 was for electrical power utilized in four major
categories (Ref 2). If it were assumed that consumption patterns are

unchanged and if actual FY79 data are used, the projected energy con-
sumption and costs for the four categories are derived (see Table 1).

All of the electrical power utilized was delivered through one or
more power transformers. If it were assumed that each distribution leg

had only one transformer and that the load was within 80% of the rated
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load capacity of the transformer, the electrical energy was then delivered
at 98% efficiency. Thus, only a 2% loss was incurred, and only $8.68

million were lost.
Unfortunately, the real world is much more complicated. First,

there are almost always two or more transformers utilized in distributing
the electrical energy to the load. Second, the power transformer maintains
its excellent efficiency only at or near full load. The efficiency
curve of a typical power transformer is shown in Figure 3. Note that if
the load demonstrates a power factor (which most loads do) the efficiency
curve drops another 1.5% to 2%. The larger problem, however, is the
wide diversity in loading and the inability of the power transformer to
maintain its high efficiency over a widely diversified load.

The Navy shore facilities use electrical power in many different
ways, and each use has different demand patterns, depending on many
variables, such as weather conditions, physical location of the facilities,
workday patterns, service to ships or planes, functional requirements
(e.g., radio transmitting station), and age of equipment. To assess the
impact of all these variables to obtain exact figures on electrical
energy usage was beyond the scope of this effort.

Instead, a simplified analysis was undertaken which was to show
that the inefficiencies associated with the way electrical equipment is
used, rather than the equipment itself, can be very costly. Referring
to the domestic electrical power demand curve of Figure 4, the power
transformer supplying this load is operating at widely diversified
demand levels throughout the 24-hour day. For each demand level, the
operating efficiency n is different. Therefore, an effective efficiency

ieff must be used to evaluate the performance of the power transformer
supplying such a widely diversified load.

An expression for the effective efficiency of the transformer may
be written as:

PITI11 + P2T2r2 + ... PnTnq
1eff =  PI + P2T + ... PnT

where

P = Power input to transformer during time period n.

T = Time period n.

'in = Efficiency of transformer during time period n.

t €For transition periods, a straight line slope may be assumed, such that
if., the average efficiency between start and stop times may be used for the

duration of the transition.
If this procedure is followed for the domestic load demand as shown

in Figure 4, the effective efficiency of the power transformer is:

ieff = 93.4%

When this procedure is followed for the (single work shift) industrial
load shown in Figure 5, the effective efficiency of the transformer is:

•~. 5
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eff = 95.9%ref f=

It thus becomes obvious that a normally very efficient, but load-

dependent, device is delivering less than optimum performance simply

because of the way it is used. As a matter of fact, the situation is

somewhat worse than stated for the industrial load transformers because
not only are they idle for most of each 24-hour work day, but they are
usually completely idle for weekends and holidays. A simple calculation
of the effective efficiency of the industrial load for a full year are
based on the following numbers of days:

336 days total
113 days (weekends + holidays)

253 workdays

This translates into:

6,380.5 hours @ 5% load
2,150.5 hours @ 100% load

253 hours @ 52.5% load

Therefore,

= (.05)(6380.5)(.862) + (1)(2150.5)(.97) + (.525)(253)(.916)
rieff = (.05)(6380.5) + 2150.5 + (.525)(253)

1eff =  95.4%

This means that during 1979, where a total of $265 million were
spent supplying both industrial and domestic loads between 93% and 96%,

that 4% to 7% ($10.6 to $18.5 million) was wasted due to the normal
inefficiencies of the standard distribution equipment we use and the way
we use it.

For this reason, technological advances such as the solid state
transformer, which appears to be able to operate at 95% efficiency
independent of load diversity, seems attractive for certain applications.
Unfortunately, at this stage, a true economic analysis is not possible
because the cost of the solid state transformer (on a production basis)
cannot yet be estimated. In addition, other factors such as the equipment

short circuit, transient line conditions) are not yet fully understood.

DISCUSSION

Conserving electric energy helps to conserve oil, gas, and coal
supplies used in the generation of electricity at the fossil-fueled
power plants. Power plant (boiler and generator) losses and transmission
and distribution losses that occur between the plant and the load account
for about 70% of the energy used in generating electricity. Therefore,
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increasing the efficiency of the distribution and controlling the load
losses reduce the consumption of fossil-fuel sources by a factor of more
than three.

Exact and detailed figures for the consumption of electrical energy
by the Navy Shore Facilities worldwide are not available in the liter-

ature; instead, averaged figures, which do appear in the literature,
must be relied upon. For example, at certain Naval activities, 45% of
the electrical power consumed was for service to berthed ships. In
addition, the average utilization was between 65% and 66% of the electrical
power available while the ships were connected (Ref 3).

Additional problems become apparent when several ships are nested
at one transformer; the feeders to the ship closest to the pier are much
shorter than the feeders to the ship farther away. Because of the
voltage drop in the feeders, the voltage at the ship closest to the pier
will be higher than the voltage at the ship farthest from the pier

(Ref 4). Therefore, every time a change occurs in the berthing pattern
(nesting) a corresponding change in the voltage output of the pier
transformer must be made (tap changing). These changes must be made
manually and represent manpower requirements and expenses.

Equipment selection and operating policies can also affect losses
in electrical equipment. Energy can be saved by properly selecting
transformers based on no-load and load losses and an estimation of the
total losses for the expected load cycles. Transformers which are
oversized will have needlessly high core losses which are continuous as
long as the transformer is energized. For existing equipment, losses
can be minimized by selective operation of transformers when the system
is partially loaded. For example, net losses may be reduced if a lightly
loaded transformer can be de-energized and its load picked up by another
transformer. The core-loss savings for the de-energized transformer
will sometimes be more than the increased copper losses on the second
transformer. Personnel should be made aware of the operating points at
which it becomes economical to consolidate transformer and circuit
loading. This could also be incorporated into an energy management and
control system. It should be noted that it may be necessary to heat
some de-energized transformers to prevent condensation, which could
reduce their lifetimes (Ref 5).

While the solid state transformer concept, with its promise of high
efficiency independent of load diversity and with its promise of superior
voltage regulation, appears to answer the future Navy requirements for
shore-to-ship power, many other applications where these characteristics
may be applied are possible. For example, it appears possible to extend

the concept somewhat to effect an excellent motor controller. This

motor controller would have the ability to cause the motor to run at
maximum efficiency independent of the load.

In addition to concept extension, the voltage regulation charac-

teristics of the solid state transformer may be used to effect energy
savings. One example is the ability to trim the load voltage in much
the same manner as the power companies do during periods of peak demand.

Another concept which makes use of all the characteristics of the
solid state transformer is in direct replacement of fluorescent light
transformers. In this application a high voltage is used for initiating
tube ionization and a low voltage is used to maintain the tube discharge

d7
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once it is established. Also, it appears feasible to change the output
frequency of the solid state transformer at will, which would enable tle
fluorescent lamp to operate more efficiently.

In short, it appears that the solid state transformer concept could
become the building block of most electrical energy coriservation schemes
of the future.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are based on the results of the preliminary
feasibility study on the basic concept of a solid state transformer:

1. The output voltage regulation of the solid state tran-former

far exceeds the obtainable voltage regulation of conventional power
transformers (i.e., 1% versus 10%).

2. The operating efficiency of the solid state transformer is
basically independent of load diveristy and is relatively high (95%).

3. The practical realization of the solid state transformer is
some distance in the future: at normal industrial levels - perhaps as
much as 10 years - and at the very high power levels (such as required
for shore-to-ship) - power as much as 15 years.

RECOMMENDATIONS

With the realization that an immense amount of research, develop-
ment, test, and evaluation is yet to be done on the basic concept of the
solid state transformer anu also that the two technical characteristics
of near-perfect voltage regulation and high efficiency independent of

load diversity are very desirable features in terms of energy savings
and manpower reductions, it is recommended that:

1. The basic concept of the solid state transformer be studied
further to the concept demonstration stage.

2. The economics of replacing power transformers with solid state
transformers in the future be reassessed, based on measured performance
characteristics from the concept demonstration model.

3. Energy conserving schemes that use the solid state transformer
concept as a building block be pursued.
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Table I. Estimated Electrical Energy Consumption
and Costs for Navy Shore Facilities

Electricity CostFY79 End Use (H

% 109 kWh

Air Conditioning 25 1.9 66.40

Hot Water 1 0.08 2.66

Lighting 35 2.66 92.96

Industrial Processes 39 2.96 103.6

Totals 100 7.6 265.6
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Solid State Transformer

where:

CeI  = 120V S, 60 llz, 14 source voltage

C = E 60 liz, 1 source voltageEVRMS '

EVRN
S = n x 120Vp4S

1 = predetermined (by exterior dial setting) voltage
transformation ratio, 0 - n - 2

= any impedance (within power rating) with a power

factor between 0.8 lagging and 0.8 leading

Power rating = 1.2 KVA

Output voltage regulation = 17

Notes:

(1) PC isolation between input ports and output ports is
desirable but not necessary.

(2) The efficiency and reliability of the circuit must be
comparable to those of a conventional transformer.

(3) Temporary energy storage within the circuit will be
necessary to effect power flow to and frow the load.

Figure 1. Technical specifications for the solid state transformer.
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Appendix

SOLID STATE TRANSFORMER

INTRODUCTION

This report gives the results of a study to determine the feasibility
of replacing electrical power transformers with AC solid state switching
regulators (hereafter referred to as solid state transformers). The
major advantages of the solid state transformer are smaller size, less
weight, environmental considerations, less cost, and the ability to
provide output voltage regulation.

Specified performance goals for the solid state transformer are for
a 1.2-kVA, single-phase, 60-Hz system capable of transforming 120 Vrms
by any preset ratio from 0 to 2. Output voltage regulation is to be
±5%, and output frequency tolerance is to be ±5%. Load power factor can
vary from 0.8 lagging to 0.8 leading. Although several system approaches
have been considered, the major emphasis in this report is on a step-up/
down solid state transformer, which is considered to be the best solution
to these performance goals. In addition, a second system is described
which is considered to be a better solution for those applications
requiring voltage step down only.

Both systems utilize AC solid state power choppers to achieve high

efficiencies, and feedback top provide output voltage regulation. The
only power inductance required in either system is designed to filter
out a 50-kHz chopper frequency. The major differences between the two
systems is the type of chopper used and the compensation networks required
for system stability.

Feasibility of both systems has been demonstrated by computer
simulation. However, neither system is designed to provide output
frequency regulation. The output frequency tolerance will be identical
to the input frequency tolerance. Although we do not believe that
output frequency regulation is feasible, this is not a serious drawback,
since conventional transformers cannot provide this feature either.

SOLID STATE VERSUS CONVENTIONAL TRANSFORMERS

Any decision to replace a conventional transformer with a solid
state transformer must be based on a comparison of the performance

4 characteristics of the two. The major advantages of a solid state
transformer have been mentioned in the INTRODUCTION section. In addition,

I "* it will tend to suppress transients and distortion that may be present
on the input line. A disadvantage is the fact that the chopper action
produces EMI, but this can be removed by filtering.

Although theoretically a solid state switching transformer can

achieve the same high efficiencies that a conventional transformer can,
we believe that the maximum practical efficiency obtainable with present
state-of-the-art switching devices is only about 95%. This will gradually
improve as faster power switches become available. By contrast, a
conventional transformer can achieve full load efficiencies of 98%, if
size and weight limitations are relaxed. This apparent disadvantage of
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the solid state transformer is offset by the fact that it will maintain
its high efficiency at reduced loads. Because of core losses in a
conventional transformer, its efficiency will decrease as the load is
decreased to the point that the solid state transformer may have a
higher efficiency.

One disadvantage of any switching regulator is that it cannot
maintain regulation at no-load. Consequently, it may be necessary to
include a bleeder resistor on the output of the solid state transformer
if no-load operation is required. In practice, no-load would rarely, if
ever, exist. The losses in this bleeder resistor could be comparable to
the core losses in a conventional transformer at no-load. However, load
current sensing could be provided to switch off this bleeder current
when the load current is adequate to maintain regulation.

A final disadvantage of the solid state transformer is that it does
not provide DC isolation between the input and output terminals, as do
conventional transformers. The solid state transformer is more comparable
to an autotransformer (or variac) except that output control is obtained
with a potentiometer at low power levels, which means less wear and tear
on the wiper contact.

At low output voltage levels, the output current must be limited to
some maximum rated value. Since this is not specified, a maximum output
current rating of 35 A rms is arbitrarily specified. This means that
the maximum rating of 1.2 kVA is valid only for output voltages of 35
Vrms or larger. This is equivalent to stating that the minimum load
resistance is I ohm. This specification is necessary for either type of
transformer.

STEP-DOWN SOLID STATE TRANSFORMER

The block diagram of a step-down solid state transformer is shown
in Figure 6. This system is identical to the "Active Power Bandpass
Filter" described in detail in Reference 5, except for the following.

1. Since the circuit is practical only for step-down voltage
applications and is designed to replace a transformer, the input step-up
transformer in Reference 5 has been eliminated.

2. Since the input voltage is in phase with the reference voltage
at all times, the phase reversal switches in Reference 5 have been
eliminated.

3. The phase locked loop used to obtain a 60-Hz reference signal
in Reference 5 has been replaced by an automatic gain control (AGC)v' circuit to obtain a 60-Hz reference with a stable peak amplitude which
is in phase with the input voltage.

4. The feedback voltage divider (or the reference circuit) includes
a potentiometer so that the step-down voltage ratio can be easily con-
trolled.

The operation of the system shown in Figure 6 is as follows. The
120-Vrms, 60-Hz input is chopped up by a pair of bidirectional power
switches, SI and S2, which are alternately switched on and off by a
50-kHz pulse width modulated oscillator. The 50-kHz chopper frequency
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is easily removed by the low pass filter. The output of this filter is
equal to the instantaneous average value of the chopped input which is
equal to the instantaneous 120-Vrms input and the duty cycle of the
chopper.

This output is attenuated by a voltage divider and compared to a
60-Hz reference signal which is in phase with the input. The difference
between these two is an error signal which is amplified, phase detected,
and used to modulate the duty cycle of the pulse width modulator. If
the output amplitude is too large, the error signal will cause the duty
cycle and the output amplitude to decrease until the error signal is
negligibly small. In this manner, the output voltage is forced to
follow the 60-Hz reference signal.

As explained in Reference 5, the phase detection multiplier is
necessary to maintain negative FB when the 60-Hz reference signal is
negative. The lead-lag network is required primarily for system stability

in this application.
The computer simulation results described in Reference 5 verify

that the output of this system will follow the reference as long as the

input and reference signals are in phase. Consequently, there is no
doubt about its feasibility.

STEP UP/DOWN SOLID STATE TRANSFORMER

The block diagram of a step-up/down solid state transformer is
shown in Figure 7. The major difference between this system and that
shown in Figure 6 is the type of AC to AC power converter (AC chopper
and low pass filter) used. The system of Figure 7 employs what is
commonly referred to in a DC to DC system as a buck-boost converter
(Ref 6) to step up or step down in input voltage. On the other hand,
the system of Figure 6 employs what is known as a buck converter to step
down the input voltage.

The operation of AC to AC power converters is essentially the same
as the corresponding DC to DC power converter if the frequency of the AC
input is much less than the chopper frequency. Under these conditions,
the AC input appears as a slowly varying DC to the chopper. Of course,
the AC to AC power converter must employ bidirectional switches to

accommodate input voltages of either polarity. Stability compensation
is more critical in the AC to AC system since the closed loop bandwidth
must be large enough that significant phase shift does not occur at the

L AC input frequency.
For the buck converter of Figure 6, the output voltage is related

4to the input voltage and the duty cycle D (fraction of chopper peiiod
, ~ during which SI is on and S2 is off) by (Ref 6),

V D V. (I)
out in

This relationship assumes that the current in the filter inductor L
is continuous, which may not be valid at no-load unless a bleeder resistor
is employed.

For the buck-boost converter of Figure 7, the output voltage is
related to the input voltage and the duty cycle D by (Ref 6),
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D
Vout I - D Vin (2)

Again, this relationship assumes that the current in the inductor
is continuous and the duty cycle is not allowed to approach unity. It
is apparent from this equation that the converter is capable of either
stepping up or stepping down the input voltage, depending on the value
of the duty cycle which is determined by the FB attenuator ratio and the
amplitude of the reference voltage.

The only other difference, besides the type of power converter
used, between the system of Figure 6 and that of Figure 7 is the type of
phase compensation used to stabilize the system.

Because the buck-boost power converter has several disadvantages in
comparison to the buck converter (Ref 6), the system of Figure 6 is
recommended over that of Figure 7 for step-down transformer applications.
These disadvantages are:

1. The output voltage is 180 degrees out of phase with the input
voltage. This results in added voltage stress on the chopper switches.

2. The open loop gain and low pass filter transfer filter function
are functions of the duty cycle, which makes it more difficult to optimize
the system performance.

3. The chopper action introduces a small signal zero in the right
half plane in the output-to-duty-cycle transfer function which makes it
more difficult to stabilize the system.

AGC 60-Hz Reference Circuit

The schematic of the AGC 60-Hz reference circuit is shown in Figure
8. The function of this circuit is to provide a constant amplitude
60-Hz reference signal which is 180 degrees out of phase with the 120
Vrms input and is relatively insensitive to slow variations in the input
amplitude. The circuit employs an AGC scheme which is commonly used to
stabilize the output amplitude in RC oscillators.

This circuit operates as follows. The 120-Vrms input is inverted
and attenuated by op amp 1. High frequency noise on the input is removed
by capacitor Cl. The transfer function of op amp I is,

R
A, a

Rb(I + R C, S)

The output of op amp 1 is applied to the input of op amp 2 which has a
gain,

A Rf
A = 1+-
z R

where R I includes the drain to source resistance of the JFET.
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The output of the AGC amplifier (op amp 2) is sensed by a peak
detector (consisting of D2, R2 and C2), and the detector output is
compared to a 6.2 V-DC reference. The difference is an error signal
which is amplified and used to change the resistance of the JFET and the
AGC amplifier gain in such a way that the error signal is driven to
zero. In this manner, the peak value of the AGC amplifier output is
forced to follow the DC reference.

Because of the forward drop across diode D2, the peak output voltage
will be about 0.6 volt above the DC reference voltage. In this system,
the reference voltage was selected as 6.8-volt peak which corresponds to
4.8 Vrms. The output of the phase inverter must be considerably less
than this since the AGC amplifier gain is limited to a minimum value of
one (when the JFET is cut off).

It is possible that the phase inversion and AGC functions can be
combined to eliminate one of the op amps used in Figure 8. However, it
should be noted that for the step down system of Figure 6 the reference
must be in phase with the input, in which case op amp 1 would be replaced
by a simple voltage divider. Also for the system of Figure 6, it is
preferable to put a potentiometer on the output of the AGC amplifier to
adjust the system output voltage, rather than to accomplish this with
the FB attenuator as in Figure 7.

Buck-Boost Converter State Averaged Model

A computer model for the buck power converter of Figure 6 (including
the AC chopper and low pass filter) can be determined by inspection, and
its operation is very easy to understand (Ref 6). This is not the case
for the buck-boost converter of Figure 7. Fortunately, modeling and
analysis techniques have been developed to handle this problem (Ref 7
and 8). The technique, which has been almost universally adopted by
experts in the power electronics field, uses a state averaged model for
the power converter circuit. With this method the state equations are
averaged over one cycle to obtain average state equations. The model
follows directly from (or by manipulating) these average equations.
Middlebrook (Ref 7) has shown that the state average model is valid for
frequencies well below the chopper frequency. For convenience, a state
averaged model for the buck-boost converter of Figure 7 is derived here.

During the interval DT when S1 is on and S2 is off, the buck-boost
converter is as shown in Figure 9. The state equations during this
interval are,

SLI = V. (3a)
in

and

V
SCVo R0 (3b)

The interval (I-D)T, when Si is off and S2 is on the buck-boost
converter, is as shown in Figure 10. The state equations during this
interval are,
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SLI = V (4a)

0

and

V
SCV = 0 (4b)

Averaging these equations over one chopper period T,

SLI = D V. + (I - D) V (5a)in 0

and

V
SCV (1 - D) I (5b)

Eliminating I from these equations gives,

Vo D (

in 1 LS LCS2
in1+ +

(1 - D)2 R (1 - D)2

It is easily shown that this is the transfer function of the circuit
shown in Figure 11. Hence, Figure 11 is a state averaged model for L'.e
buck-boost converter of Figure 8. This is the model that was used in
the computer simulation of the system.

The converter filter must provide a high degree of attenuation to
the 50-kHz chopper frequency without providing significant attenuation
or phase shift to the 60-Hz input frequency. The filter component
values chosen for this study were L = 25 pH and C = 100 pF. We now
consider the filter transfer function for two extremes of operation.

First, consider the case where the desired output is 240 Vrms
(a 2-to-I step up). The minimum load resistance for a 1.2-kVA output
is R = 48Q, and a nominal duty cycle, D = 2/3, is required. Thus
Equation 6 be..omes,

V0 -2

in 1 + 0.0469 x I0 S + 2.25 x 108 S2

Next, consider the case where the desired output is 12 Vrms (a
10-to-I step down). The minimum load resistance R = 1f and a nominal
duty cycle D = 1/11 is required. Thus Equation 6 becomes,

• Vo -0.1

Vin 1 + 3.025 x 10-4 S + 0.3025 x 10-8 S2
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The filter requirements are fulfilled for both of these extreme

cases.

Buck-Boost Converter FB Transfer Function

Although the buck-boost converter model of Figure 11 is completely
adequate for a computer analysis of the system using the SUPER*SCEPTRE
program (Ref 9), the transfer function of Equation 6 is not in a convenient
form for feedback system design. This is because insofar as the feedback
loop is concerned the input to the buck-boost converter is the duty
cycle, D, rather than the input voltage, V. . Thus, we are interested
in the converter small signal transfer fundion, which is the partial
derivative of the output voltage, V , with respect to the duty cycle, D.
An exact solution for this small signal transfer function yields an
unintelligible mess. However, Reference 7 shows that this can be closely
approximated by,

av (-)
S D(-D) 1 ( SDL Rx H(s) (7)

D ) (I- D)2  m

~1
where H(s) = 1 (8)1+ LS + LCS2

(0 - D) R (I - D)2

V Vin ( SDL )H(s) (9)
3D (1 D)2 (1 -D) R /

The existence of a zero in the right half plane in this FB transfer
function makes it somewhat difficult to stabilize the system.

We now consider this filter transfer function for the two extremes
of operation considered in the previous section. First, with V = 240
Vrms, R = 480, and D = 2/3,

-5

V 1219 V. (i - 0.3125 x 10 S)So i n

D- 4 -8 2

I1 + 0.0469 x 10 S + 2.25 x 10 S

; V1.21 V. (1 - 0.275 x 10 - S)
o in

D + 0.3025 x 10- S + 0.3025 x 10- S2

Note that stability problems are also aggravated by the fact that
the DC gain of the power converter increases by a factor of 7.45 as the
output voltage is increased from 12 to 240 Vrms. This problem can be
more than offset by putting the output voltage adjustment in the feedback
attenuator rather than in the reference circuit. In this manner, the
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change in attenuator gain, which is opposite to that of the power con-
verter, minimizes the system open loop gain variations. With a reference
voltage of 4.8 Vrms, the attenuator gain K A= 0.02 for V = 240 Vrms,
whereas K = 0.4 with a 12-volt output, an increase by a factor of 20.
The overall system open loop gain change is reduced to 20/7.45 = 2.7
over the output voltage range from 12 to 240 Vrms.

Choper Switches

The chopper switches are the most critical components in the system.
In fact, a 120-volt, 1.2 kVA, 0 to 2 step-up/down solid state transformer
is probably not feasible at this time because of the unavailability of
suitable solid state switching devices. However, we believe that devices
are presently available that can handle the stresses encountered in a
120-volt, 1.2-kVA 0-to-I step-down transformer or those encountered in a
120-volt, 1.2-kVA, 1-to-2 step-up transformer. The problem is that when
the step-up and step-down features are incorporated in a single unit,
the phase reversal in the buck-boost converter severely increases the
voltage stresses on the power switches. For this reason, a step-up/down
solid state transformer is not as practical as either a step-down or a
step-up solid state transformer. Table 2 lists the ratings on the power
switches for all three systems.

The step-up/down transformer of Figure 7 can be readily converted
to a step-up transformer by replacing the buck-boost converter by the
boost converter of Figure 12.

Because the primary source of power losses in the system is expected
to be chopper switching losses, they must have switching times which are
small compared to the chopper period. Although we have assumed a chopper
frequency of 50 kHz in this study, this can be decreased somewhat to
improve the system efficiency.

The combination of high voltage breakdown, high current, and high-
speed switching can probably best be achieved by a high power BJT at the
present time. Since the chopper switches must be bidirectional, one
possible BJT AC switch configuration is shown in Figure 13.

Computer Simu--lation Block Diagram

The step-up/down solid state transformer was simulated on the
computer using the SUPER*SCEPTRE program (Ref 9) and the block diagram
shown in Figure 14. The program listing for a typical simulation is

shown in Figure 15. Most of the components shown in the block diagram
of Figure 14 are a straightforward implementation of the block diagram

t of Figure 17 with the following exceptions. The AC buck/boost power

converter was simulated by the state averaged model of Figure 11. The

pulse width modulator was represented by a limiter whose output is the
duty cycle, D. The duty cycle limits were selected as 0 and 0.8 for
this system, and the nominal duty cycle was selected as 0.5 (with no
error signal). We have also included a single pole approximation to the
pulse width modulator time delay, since this can affect the system
stability. This is,
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Fp(S) = E (T/2)S T T-1 (10)p 2 1 1+-Is
2

which is valid for values of S such that (T/2) S << 1. T is the period
of the pulse width modulator. The pure time delay expression E - (TS/2)
for the PWM time delay is commonly used in ana]yzing power PWM systems
(Ref 8). This is also consistent with the results obtained theoretically
(Ref 10) for a sample and hold system. In an S & H system, the input is
sampled and held for one period; in a PWM system, the pulse is sampled,
and the average value is held for one period. Hence, there is a direct
analogy between the two systems. With a PWN frequency of 50 kHz, Equation
10 becomes,

I
F p(S) 5

1 + 10 -5S

The phase compensation network selected to stabilize the system is,

(I + 10
- 5 S) 

2

F (S) 7 (
(I + 10 S)2

The differential amplifier gain K was selected as 40. The PWM0

gain and the phase detection multiplier gains were selected as unity.
The FB attenuator gain KA is adjustable. The rationale for selecting
F (s) involves complex control theory, hence the details are not included
cn this report; however, the exceptional results speak for themselves,

as the system is completely stable over the complete operating range,
including all conditions.

Cojuter Simulation Results

This section shows graphical results of the system computer simula-
tion for four extreme output and load conditions. For convenience, the
inverse of the input voltage is shown in Figure 16 for comparison to the
output. waveforms in all four cases. Figures 17 a,.d 18 show the output
and duty cycle waveforms for the case where the FB attenuator

K A = 0.02 and the load R = 48Q. This represents a step up of 2 to 1

with maximum output power. The output waveform contains no noticeable
distortion (except for that introduced by the computer graphics). Since
it is difficult to determine the system regulation from this waveform,
the following excerpts are included from the computer printout numerical
data.

1. The desired peak output voltage for this case is 340 volts
which should occur at 4.167 ms. The computer printout peak olitput
voltage was 339.792 volts which occurred at 4.16586 ms.

2. The input and output waveforms passed through zero during the
same interval (8.29 to 8.38 ms).

I .' * -... .--. -- " ' . .. .. - "-----"-- -o'
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Although these results indicate amazing accuracy, it should be
noted that some error will be introduced in the reference circuitry
which is not included in the simulation. However, system regulation of
±1% certainly appears to be very feasible.

Figures 19 and 20 show the output and duty cycle waveforms for the
case where the feedback attenuator K = 0.5 and the load R = ID. This
represents a step down of 10 to I with maximum output current. Again,
the output waveform contains no noticeable distortion, and the computer
printout data indicates that the output follows the desired output very
closely.

Figure 21 shows the output waveform for the case where conditions
are the same as those used to obtain Figure 19 except that a 3.53 pf
capacitor has been added in shunt with R = 10 to simulate a load with a
0.8 leading power factor. Figure 22 shows the output waveform for the
case where conditions are the same as those used to obtain Figure 19
except that a 2-mH inductor has been added in shunt with R = 10 to
simulate a load with a 0.8 lagging power factor. Neither the leading
nor lagging power factor load has any noticeable effect on the system
stability or the output waveform.

The results definitely verify the system feasibility. The solid-
state transformer could very well be the approach for the future.

I
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Table 2. Power Switch Ratings for 120-volt, 1.2-kVA System

0.1 to 2 0.1-to-0.1 l-to-2
Rating Step Up/Down Step Down Step Up

Breakdown Voltage, V min. 510 170 340

Current, amp max. 35 35 10

Switching Speed, psec max. 1 1 1

On Resistance, 0 max. 0.01 0.01 0.25

'I
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Figure 9. Buck-boost converter during interval DT.
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Figure 10. Buck-boost converter during interval (1-D)T.
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(Crane IN

NAVFA('ENG('OM - PA(' IIV. (Kvi) ('ode 1011. Pearl Harbor. HI: ('ode 20111 Pearl Harbor, HI: Code 4012,
RDT&F. Pearl Hlarbor li:- ('ommandCr. Pearl liarbor. HI

NAVFACFNG('OM 'SOUTH DIV. ('ode IM), RDI'&ELO. Chairleston S('
NAVFACENG('OM 'WEST D)IV. 1112: 112: AROI('(. (Contracts. Thecntsnine Palms ('A: ('ode (04B San

Bruno. ('A: 09P20 San Bruno. ('A: RDI&ELO ('ode 20111 San Bruno. ('A
NAVFA('ENGCOM C'ONTRACT AROI('(, Point Mugu ('A: AROI(CC, Ouantico. VA: ('ode (05. TRIDENT.

Bremerton WA: Dir. Eng. Div.. EXMO~Uh. Australia: Eng Div dir. Southwest Pac, Manila. PI: 01CC.
Southwest Pac. Manila, PI; OICC!ROICC. Balboa ('anal Zone:. ROI('( AF Guam: ROI('( LANT DIV..
Norfolk VA: ROI('( Off Point Mugu. ('A: ROIC('. Ke'flavik, Iccland: ROICC. Pacific. San Bruno ('A

NAVtIOSP LT R. Ulsbernd, Puerto Rico
NAVNUPWRU MUSE I)ET Code NPU-301 Port tilueneme. ('A
NAVOCEANSYS('EN ('ode 41. San Diego, CA: ('ode 67WK. San Diego. ('A: Tech. Library. Code 447
NAVORDSTA PWO. Louisville KY
NAVPF"I'OFF ('ode 301, Alexandria VA
NAVPI1BASE CO. A('B 2 Norfolk, VA
NAVRADRE('FA(' PWO. Kami Seva Japan
NAVREGMED)(EN C'hief of Police. Camp Pendleton ('A: PWO Newport RI: PWO Portsmouth, VA: SCE (D.

Kaye): SC'E Sart Diego. ('A: SC'E. ('amp Pendleton CA: SC'E. Gjuam: SC'E. Oakland CA
NAVSCOLCE('OFF ('35 Port hlueneme, ('A: ('O, Code C-4i Port Iluenemne. ('A
NAVSECGRUA('I PWO. Adak AK:. PWO, Edzell Scotland:. PWO. Puerto Rico:. PWO. lorri Sta. Okinawa
NAVSHIPREPFA(' SC'E Subic Bay

* ~NAVSIIIPYD: C'ode 2012.4. Long Beach CA: ('ode 2(02.5 (Librarv) Puget Sound, Bremerton WA: Code 3801.
(Woodroff) Norfolk. Portsmouth. VA: Code 40)I. Puget Sound: ('ode 4(N).013 Long Beach. CA: Code 444
(L'1' 3. Rieciol. Norfolk. Portsmouth VA: ('ode 411). Marc Is.. Vallejo ('A: ('ode 4440 Portsmouth NH: Code
4401. Norfolk: ('ode 441). Puget Sound. Bremerton WA: ('ode 450. C'harleston SC: Code 453 (Util. Supr).
Vallejo CA: L.DI. Vivian: Library. Portsmouth NHI: PWD (('ode 4WM). Philadelphia PA: PWO. Mare Is.:
PWO. Puget Sound: SC'E. Pearl tlirbor HE: Tech Library, Vallejo. ('A

' NAVSTIA CO Naval Station. Mayport FL: CO Roosevelt Roads P.R. Puerto Rico: Dir Mech Engr. Gtmo:
IEngr. Dir.. Rota Spain: Long'Beach. ('A: Maint. Cont. Div., Guantanamo Bay Cuba: Maint. Div. Dir/Code

r 531. Rodman (anal Zone: PWO Midway Island: PWO. Keflavik Iceland: PWO. Mavport FL: ROICC. Rota
Spain: S(CE. (Guam-. SC'E. San Diego ('A:. SCE, Subic Bay. R.P.; Utilities Engr Off. (A.S. Ritchie). Rota
Spain

NAVSUBASE ENS S. Dove. Groton, CT; SC'E. Pearl Ilarbor III4 NAVSUPPA('T ('0, Seattle WA: ('ode 4. 12 Marine C'orps Dist. Treasure Is., San Francisco CA: Code 413.
Seattle WA: LT'JG McGarraih, SE('. Vatllejo. ('A: Plan/Engr Div.. Naples Italy

NAVSURFWPN('EN PWO. White Oak. Silver Spring. MD
NAVTE('HTRA('EN SC'E. Pensacola FL
NAVWPN('EN ('ode 2636 (W. Bonner). ('hina Lake CA: PWO (Code 26). China Lake CA-. ROICC (Ctvde

7012), C'hina Lake ('A
NAVWPNSTA (('lebak) C'olts Neck. NJ: ('ode (192, Colts Neck NJ: Code 0P42A (C. Fredericks) Scal Beach CA:

Maint. C'ontrol Dir., Yorktown VA
* NAVWPNSI'A PW Office (('ode IY'K'l) Yorktown. VA

NAVWPNSUPP('EN ('ode 09 ('rane IN
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NCBU 405 OIC. San Diego, CA
PWC Code 420. Pensacola, FL
NCBC Code 10 Das'isvillk. RI: (Code 155. Port H~ueneme (CA: Code 156. Port Hucenme. ('A; Code 4(X1.

Gulfport MS: PW Engrg. Giulfport MS: PWO (C'ode 80l) Port Hueneme. CA: PWO. Davisville RI
NCBU 411 OIC. Norfolk VA
NCR 20. C'ommander
NCS() BAHRAIN Securitv Offr. Bahrain
NM('B 5. Operations Dtept.: Forty. CO: THREE. Operation% Off.
NORDA Code 440 (Ocean Rsch Off) Bay St. L~ouis MIS
NSC Code 54.1 (Wynne). Norfolk VA
NSD SC'E. Subic Bay. R.P.
Ni'C (Commander Orlando. Fi-
NUS' C'ode 131 New London. CT': ('ode EA123 )R.S. Mlunn), Newk London (CT
OCEANSYSLAN'r LT A.R. Giancola. Norfolk VA
OFFIC'E SEC'RETARY OF DEFENSE OASD (MRA&L) Pentagon (T. ('asberg). Washington. DC
ONR Code 7(XIF Arlington VA
PIIIBCB3 I P&E. Coronado. ('A
PMIC Patt. Counsel. Point Mugu ('A
PW(' AC'E Office ([hJG St. Germain) Norfolk VA: ('0 Norfolk. VA: ('0. (('ode 101), Oakland. ('A: ('0.

Great Lakes IL: ('ode 10, Great Lakes. IL: ('ode 121., Oakland ('A: C'ode 120C(. (Library) San Diego. ('A:
('ode 128. Guam; ('ode 154. Great Lakes. IL: ('ode 2W(. Great Lakes IL: ('ode 2201 Oakland. ('A: ('ode
2201.1. Norfolk VA: Code 30C. San Diego. CA: ('ode 410(. G;reat Lakes. IL: ('ode 4W(. Oakland. CA: ('ode
4(K), Pearl Harbor. HI: Code 4W,) San Diego. ('A: ('ode 4201. Great Lakes. II-: ('ode 4201. Oakland. ('A:
('ode 42B (R. Pascua). Pearl Harbor Hit: Code 5SiA (11. Wheeler): ('ode 6&0). (treat Lakes. IL: ('ode f(,Al.
Oakland. CA: Code 610, San Diego ('a: L-TJG I.L. Nie(lainc. Yokosuka. Japan: Utilities Officer. Guam:
XO (Code 20) Oakland, ('A

SPCC( PWO (('ode 1201) Mechanicsbutrg PA
NAF PWO (('ode 30l) El ('entro. ('A
U.S. MERCHANT MARINE AC'ADEMY Kings Point. NY (Reprint C'ustodian)
US('G (Smith). Washington. DC; G.EOE-4'6I (T'. Dowd). Washington DC
USNA Ch. Mech. Engr. Dept Annapolis MD: PWD Engr. Div, (C. Bradford) Anntapolis MD
('ORNELL UNIVERSITY Ithaca NY (Serials Dept. Engr Lib.)
DAMES & MOORE LIBRARY LOS ANGELES. (CA
IL.LINOIS STATE GEO. SURVEY Urbana IL
LEHIGH UNIVERSITY Bethlehem PA (Linderman Lib. No.31. Flecksteiner)
LIBRARY OF C'ONGRESS WASHINGTON. DC (SC'IENC'ES & T'ECH DIV)
MIT (Cambridge MA: Cambridge MA (Rm 111-5(K). Tech. Reports. Engr. ILib.)
NEW MEXICO SOLAR ENERGY INST. Dr. Zwibel Las (Cruces NMI
NY C'ITIY COMMUNITY ('OLLEGE BROOKLYN. NY (LIBRARY)
PURDUE UNIVERSITY Lafayette. (N (('E Engr. Lib)
CONNEC'TIC'UT Hartford ('T (Dept oif Plan. & Energy Policy)
UNIVERSITY OF C'ALIFORNIA Berkeley' CA (E. Pearson)
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE Newark. DE (Dept of Civil Engineering. ('hesson)
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS URBANA. IL (LIBRARY)
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETITS (Heronemus). Amherst MA ('E Dept
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN L~incoln, NE (Ross Ice Shelf Proj.)
UNIVERSIT'Y OF TEXAS Inst. Marine SOi (Library). Port Arkansas TX
UNIVERSITY OF WISC'ONSIN Milwaukee WI (('Ir of Great Lakes Studies)
URS RESEARCH- ('0. LIBRARY SAN MATEO. CA
BEC'HTEL CORP. SAN FRANC'ISC'O. CA (PHEL.PS)

BROWN & C'ALDWELL E M Saunders Walnut Creek. ('A
C'ANADA Trans-Mnt Oil Pipe Lone Corp. Vancouver. BC Canada
COLUMBIA GULF TRANSMISSION ('O. HOUSTON. TIX (ENGi. LIB.)
DURLACH. O'NEAL. JENKINS & ASSOC. Columbia SC
FORD. BACON & DAVIS. INC'. New York (L~ibrar'y)
GLIDDEN CO. STRONGSVILLE. OH (RSCH L-11)
LOC'KHEED MISSILES & SPACE CO. INC. Sunnyvale. (CA (K.L. Krug)
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NI)ONNEL AIRCRAFI ('0. Ducpt 501 (R.1. Favinaii. St Louis MO
RAYMOND INTERNAIONAL INC'. E (oile Soil Tech Dept. PeLnnsauken. NJ
SANDIA LABORATORIES Scalid Progress D~iv 4536 11). Talbert) AllhuqtlIrqtic NM
WISS. JANNEY. ELSINER. & ASSOC Northbrook. 11. (I).W. Pfeifer)
BRAII'1Z La Jolla. CA
BIRYANT ROSE Johnson Div. UOP. Glendora C'A
R.F. 13ESIER Old Savhrook CT
l.W. NiERMIEL Washington DC
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